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Release Notes MobiMed Smart v4.2.16 

Software Article Number 490210938 (Software Build Number: Release-4.2.16.0_16.08.24.3) 

 

Customer specific changes  

 SCASFT CCN SC057 - Keyboard Functionality (6504) 

 

 

 

Implemented support for docking keyboard that is smaller and reduces the main screen ePR window instead of 

covering it. Better access of the ePR is provided by rescaling the ePR so that the selected textfield will always be 

visible. 

  

 SCASFT CCN SC060 - Addition of Assault Field (6505) 
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 SCASFT CCN SC056 - Smart Card Notification (6506) 

 

When user logs out a warning will be shown in case the smart card is still in reader. 

 SCASFT CCN SC071 - Patient Airbag Deployed (6712) 

 SCASFT: INC0011634: Corrections to CCN SC031 EPR in 4.2.13.2 (6607) 

 SCASFT: ePR - Medication Intervention timestamp cannot be edited (6837) 

 

 SWASFT CCN SW039: ZOLL integration (6210) 

 SWASFT: Implement permanent fix for INC0011758 "InTransit records accessible without being logged in" (6729) 

 SWASFT: PRB0040859: PDS lookup failed in SWASFT live (6770) 

 SWASFT: Free text field not being cleared when it should be in "Incident -> Patient -> Research (6782) 

 SWASFT: Cannula timevalues should be expanded as default (6825) 

 SWASFT: MMM - SWAS live, EprWaveformTable in Report caused crash (6830) 

 

General improvements 

 Updated the Medicine selection dialog (6504): 

The search box in the medication dialog has been moved to the top of the list, also the headers has had their size 

reduced: 
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 Change logo in M3Window from ZOLL to a defibrillator (6832) 

 

 

 Integration service: Increase log file size to avoid gaps (6769) 

 Support PU production when using VPN access to the server (6618) 

Fixes 

 4.2 compatibility: Fix "Object reference not set" error in Kronoberg-328 ePR (6747) 

 Add Swedish translation text for IJD_DestinationRegion in Open Patient Dialog (6786) 

 AdminTool: Adding a new translation with non-existing language should not break translation page (6842) 

 AdminTool: Export Devices returns incorrect unit type (workstation instead of patient unit) (6860) 

 AdminTool: Timeout when searching for Audit Entries should be notified to user, not only logged (6780) 

 Change return code from GetFileAtOffset to avoid unnessary logging (6777) 

 Checking contact to server on PU reveals English texts on Swedish PU (3498) 

 CWS: Crash in file dialog when trying to save a report to unavailable disk (6820) 

 CWS: Export of ECG should not be attempted if no ECG session has been created (6783) 

 Deployment of DBO shall not affect recovery model in target system (6840) 

 EPR - Fix validation errors in Test epr EPR001 (6653) 

 Fix crash that can occur when clicking time scale immediately after starting monitoring (6833) 

 Fix ECG export log error in DBI log: "GetCurrentUsedReferenceComplex not implemented (6776) 

 Make sure that sync settings is not depending on regiontime/setting (UTC/Local time (6761) 

 Missing option for Flight Mode should not result in warning on start up (6308) 

 Modify MSI packet's internal version numbers to support more than ten builds per day (6762) 

 OrtivusSettings.GetSettings() failed due to  "Collection was modified" (6223) 

 Paused realtime waveform can remain when starting a new monitoring session (6826) 

 Security improvement: Restart computer after update to remove administrator priviliges from Ortivus user (6855) 

 Security improvement: Investigate SAM file wiping as part of CompuTrace remote wipe (6784) 

 Security improvement: Investigate how MS security updates could be managed (6696) 

 Security improvement: Remove all sensitive lockdown and configuration scripts after successful installation (6695) 

 Show only one image per column in report (6831) 

 Terminal Server CWS: Error when MMMSetup sets up user permission and user groups (6853) 

 Test ePR validation in 4.2 with weird values (possible in 4.1) on different controls, timestamps, number fields etc 

(6176) 

 Webservice - Test compatibillity between 4.1 <-> 4.2 (6184) 
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Known/Existing Limitations 

 Handover between customers is not supported today and WiFi handover between different customers has been 

disabled. The side effect for this release is that it will not be possible to connect to WiFi from a PU with new version 

(>=4.2.11) to an old version (<4.2.10). Vice versa works however. (6075) 

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus internal source control, work item tracking, reporting and project management tool. 

 

Required ePR versions 

The functionality in this release requires the below ePR versions. 

 SCASFT: SCASFT_Release-4.2.16.0_16.08.24.3 

 SWASFT: SWASFT_Release-4.2.16.0_16.08.24.3 

 

Compatible hardware for ambulance units 

The product is released for the following hardware platforms: 

 Getac RX10H 

 Panasonic H2 

All versions of Measuring Units M531 and 300C are supported.  

 

Release Information  

This is a commercial release on the following markets: 

 United Kingdom 

 Sweden for  new VSM customers 

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.  

Upgrade to 4.2.16 can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 


